
Ethics of Encounter
and Catastrophe Preparedness
Gean Moreno talks around

Ulrike Ottinger‘s work
with Laurence A. Rickels
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1 first met Laurence A. Rickels when 1 attended bis seminar
on the films of Ulrike Ottinger. Ottinger herself was there
as an afternoon guest lecturer. In the morning, we would
spend hours on Walter Benjamin‘s Baudelaire essay and
the shocks ofmodernity—and the shock therapies that we
develop to lessen their blow. Conversations offen veered
off and touched on zombie films, roller coasters, mourn
ing, and psychoanalytic case studies. After lunch, we
would watch Ottinger‘s allegorical movies while the film
maker provided live commentary. Although seemingly
disconnected, the two lines of thought finally came
together when we got around to viewing Ottinger‘s latest
film, Prater, 2006. Chasing the ghosts that haunt the titu
lar Viennese amusement park, Ottinger develops a com
plex artifact that glides along the broken edge where
documentary meets fiction and self-reference refuses to
be extricated from historical narrative. Rickels‘ thinking,

which until then seemed elsewhere, wrapped itself
around this movie. The disparate material presented in
the seminar led to bis new book on Ottinger‘s oeuvre,
Ulrike Ottinger: The Autobiography of Art Cinema‘,
emblematic of the way he casts out lines of thought and
allows them to move unperturbed to their own rhythms
until they find their way back around to shed incisive
light on the film under consideration. Rickels‘ thought
arabesques have a way of teasing out the equally-complex
weave of Ottinger‘s allegorical textures. In his earlier
books, he carefully surveyed the endopsychic lay of the
land, including the communal inside view of California,
vampire lure, mourning, and group psychology. This time,
Rickels unpacks Ottinger‘s films as a way to also unpack
bis own relationship to contemporary art and the prom
ises that an encounter with it may be setting forth. 1
emailed Rickels some questions.
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